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An Introduction to Muse
Why use Muse?
What is Muse?
Installing Muse

The Muse workspace
Setting up a Site
Plan view and Design view
Creating a Web Site with Muse
Muse File Formats

Planning and construction
Sitemaps
Menus and navigation
Creating rollover states for menu
items

Site planning & wireframes 
with Muse
Creating Common Content areas 
with master pages
Header and footer
Setting up menus
Placing Photoshop files into artwork
Stroke, fill and positioning
Divisions
Full width page elements
Placing graphics on a Web Page
Working with text
Using web fonts
Setting up hyperlinks
Adding iframes
Using widgets

Adding interactivity with 
JQuery
Creating a slideshow in Muse
Creating an Accordion
Adding your HTML

Publishing
Publishing a website
Publishing and testing a
temporary site
Optimise images on publish or
export.
Previewing the site through Muse
Publishing your web site

Adobe MUSE Introduction

Adobe Muse enables designers to create HTML websites for desktop and mobile devices, without 
writing code. Design web-standard sites, like you design print layouts. Use familiar features, hundreds 
of web fonts, and built-in tools to add interactivity.  Then, publish with the Adobe Business Catalyst® 
service and redeem site hosting support, or publish with any hosting provider.

Course Description
Adobe Muse is targeted at visual/graphic designers who are probably already familiar with the Adobe 
Creative Suite of products and who wish to be able to produce a credible website in a relatively short 
space of time, without the need for coding. Learning how Adobe Muse simplifies the web Design and 
Build process by enabling rapid wire framing of web sites whilst incorporating simultaneous WSWIG 
web sites that are fully HTML5 and CSS Compatible. Build engaging interactivity with built-in and 
JQuery enabled functionality with little or no code knowledge.

This courses is run on a bespoke basis, giving you the opportunity to tailor the course to your exact 
requirements. To provide a starting point, we’d recommend you use the suggested course outline as a 
guide. 

Should you wish to further develop your knowledge, you might be interested in our 
other Web Design Courses. 

The course runs from 9.30 am to approximately 4.30 pm.




